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Abstract 
In this paper we investigate the contribution of previous discourse in identifying elements that 
are key to detecting public textual cyberbullying. Based on the analysis of our dataset, we first 
discuss the missing cyberbullying elements and the grammatical structures representative of 
discourse-dependent cyberbullying discourse. Then we identify four types of discourse 
dependent cyberbullying constructions: (1) fully inferable constructions, (2) personal marker 
and cyberbullying link inferable constructions, (3) dysphemistic element and cyberbullying link 
inferable constructions, and (4) dysphemistic element inferable constructions. Finally, we 
formalise a framework to resolve the missing cyberbullying elements that proposes several 
resolution algorithms. The resolution algorithms target the following discourse dependent 
message types: (1) polarity answers, (2) contradictory statements, (3) explicit ellipsis, (4) implicit 
affirmative answers, and (5) statements that use indefinite pronouns as placeholders for the 
dysphemistic element. 

Keywords: cyberbullying, discourse, grammatical structures, natural language processing. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Cyberbullying has been recognised as a predominant behavioural issue among young people 
using the Internet (Livingstone et al. 2011; Livingstone et al. 2014). Its negative emotional 
impact on the psychological wellbeing of the victim(s) can lead to serious pathological problems, 
such as depression, self-harm, suicide ideation, and suicide attempt (Sourander et al. 2010). 
Similar to face-to-face bullying, cyberbullying instances must satisfy three fundamental criteria: 
intention of harm, repetition, and power imbalance between the victim and the bully (Hinduja 
and Patchin 2009). In addition, cyberbullying instances must occur in the cyberspace which 
allows these acts to transcend the physical and temporal constraints that apply to face-to-face 
bullying. Because of the ability of cyberspace to persist over time, to be searched for repeatedly, 
to be replicated numerous times, and to multicast to potentially large invisible audiences (Boyd 
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2007), cyberbullying acts implicitly satisfy the criterion of repetition (Dooley and Cross 2010; 
Grigg 2010; Langos 2012; Power 2017; 2018).  

While cyberbullying detection has recently received increased attention, with much of the 
research using techniques from text analytics and Natural Language Processing (NLP), the 
majority of related work relies on the explicit presence of features such as as profanities (Yin et 
al. 2009; Dinakar et al. 2012; Dadvar et al. 2013; Al-garadi et al. 2016), bad words (Reynolds et al. 
2011; Huang et al. 2014), foul terms (Nahar et al. 2013), bullying terms (Kontostathis et al. 2013; 
Nandhini and Sheeba 2015), pejoratives and obscenities (Chen et al. 2012), emotemes and 
vulgarities (Ptaszynski et al. 2010; Ptaszynski et al. 2016), curses (Chatzakou et al. 2017) or 
negative words (Van Hee et al. 2015). Even those studies that target implicit forms of 
cyberbullying (Chen et al. 2012; Dinakar et al. 2012; Nitta et al. 2013; Ptaszynski et al. 2010; 
Ptaszynski et al. 2016) do not clearly define the boundaries of what is cyberbullying and the 
approaches described result in a considerable amount of false positives1 that contain rude and 
violent language, despite the fact that the use of this type of language does not constitute 
cyberbullying on its own. On the other hand, although the focus of previous research in the 
field of cyberbullying detection has been to reduce the number of false negatives2, no other 
study has investigated the linguistic role of prior discourse in identifying public textual 
cyberbullying, and the purpose of the present paper is to determine the contribution of 
antecedent messages in resolving the missing cyberbullying elements that we previously 
proposed (Power et al. 2017; 2018): the personal marker, the dysphemistic element, and the 
cyberbullying link between the personal marker and the dysphemistic element. 

2. PUBLIC TEXTUAL CYBERBULLYING AND DISCOURSE 

We base the present investigation on the same view that we expressed previously (Power et al. 
2017; 2018) that the presence of explicit terms/expressions does not suffice for a message or post 
to be classified as public textual cyberbullying; it must be linked to or it must target a specific 
person, or group of people. Thus, an instance constitutes public textual cyberbullying if it 
contains (either explicitly or implicitly) the personal marker/pointer - which identifies or points 
to the victim(s), the dysphemistic element - which is defined by Allan and Burridge (2006, 31) as 
the “word or phrase with connotations that are offensive either about the denotatum and/or to 
people addressed or overhearing the utterance”, and the link between the previous two 
elements - which captures how the dysphemistic element targets the victim(s) identified or 
pointed to by the personal marker. 

The three necessary and sufficient elements can be explicitly present in a given instance such as 
in the sentences You are a cunt and You are not smart. In these cases, the detection process 
identifies the personal markers (the personal pronoun you), the dysphemistic elements (the 
profane noun cunt and the adjectival phrase not smart that uses negation to invert the positive 

                                                 
1 In the context of our research, false positives represent instances that have been incorrectly assigned the label of 
cyberbullying by a detection system.  
2 Conversely, we consider false negatives those instances that have been incorrectly assigned the label of not-
cyberbullying by a detection system. 
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connotations associated with the adjective smart), and the links between them (expressed in 
both cases as the conjugated form of the copular verb be). However, in other cases, all three or 
some cyberbullying elements need to be inferred from previous discourse 3 , that is, from 
previous instances4 that are part of the same online conversation/dialogue5. For example, the 
following instances from the dataset used for this research were labelled by annotators as 
cyberbullying, despite the fact that they appear at first to be harmless:  

(1)  a. Yes.  
b. Not you. 
c. Pig. 

Even the third instance which contains explicitly the animal dysphemistic element cannot be 
labelled as cyberbullying unless the previous online discourse or message is considered, since it 
can be an answer to the question What animal do you like best?, or it could indeed be a metaphoric 
mapping from the animal domain to that of people intended to hurt someone. In all these 
instances, some of (or even all) the three necessary and sufficient cyberbullying elements are not 
explicitly present, and, only after we considered the online conversation and identified their 
respective previous messages/posts, we were able to understand why they qualify as 
cyberbullying, as shown in (2): 

(2)  a. U16: I used to cut and harm. am I a freak???  
U2: Yes.  

b. U1: Top 10 gorgeous guys?  
U2: Not you. 

c. U1: you are a …  
U2: What?  
U1: Pig. 

In the case of (2 a.), the yes answer is labelled as public textual cyberbullying because it stands 
for the complete sentence you are a freak, sentence that is inferable from the previous rhetorical 
question am I a freak?, as well as from the answer yes which affirms the proposition put forward 
in the question. Specifically, the previous instance contains the explicit dysphemistic element 
freak, as well as the personal marker and the cyberbullying link. Similarly, in the case of (2 b.), 
the answer can be labelled as public textual cyberbullying because it is a negation based 
instance which can be elaborated as follows: you are not one of the top 10 gorgeous guys. Such 
extension is an inference that can be drawn based on two elements: first, the previous message 
uttered by the first user is a question that contains the inferable information - the positive 
connotation term gorgeous and the personal marker guys which is a person-referring noun, and, 
                                                 
3 According to Agne and Tracy (2009), discourse, in a broader sense, can refer to entire online conversations or 
dialogues, as well as single sentences. However, in this research, we limit previous discourse to refer only to 
distinct previous messages/posts. 
4 We grouped online messages and posts under the umbrella of the term instances. 
5 Dialogue and conversation are treated as synonyms in the context of the present research, since both represent 
free-flowing talk among two or more people (Agne and Tracy, 2009). 
6 For privacy reasons, we replaced the actual user names with indexed acronyms, such as U1 or U2. 
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secondly, the second user’s answer not you which negates the positive characteristic of being 
gorgeous in relation to the first user denoted by the personal pronoun you. Unlike the previous 
example, the instance uttered by the first user does not contain explicitly the link verb; however, 
the link verb can be inferred from the sentential structure of the first user’s utterance which can 
be rephrased as a full copular structure: Who are the top 10 gorgeous guys? Finally, in the case of 
(2 c.), U1’s first utterance provides the old discourse inferable information that is needed to 
qualify the last instance as public textual cyberbullying. And, although the message Pig contains 
the potential dysphemistic element, it cannot be considered cyberbullying until it is related to a 
personal marker; thus, the first utterance provides the two missing cyberbullying elements: the 
personal marker embodied in the personal pronoun you, and the cyberbullying link denoted by 
the conjugated copular verb are. As a result, the second instance uttered by the first user can be 
rephrased as an animal metaphor-based cyberbullying instance: you are a pig. 

3. DATASET AND PRE-PROCESSING 

To analyse discourse-dependent instances, we used the same dataset as in previous work to 
which the same cleaning and pre-processing techniques were applied (Power et al. 2018). The 
dataset was acquired from two sources: from Kavanagh’ research (2014) on cyberbullying 
detection and from Hosseinmardi et al. (2014a) and Hosseinmardi et al. (2014b) dataset from 
which we randomly selected a continuous portion. The dataset consists of a total of 2038 
instances that originate from the conversations (organised as pairs of questions and answers) of 
16 users on ASK.fm. To label the dataset, two individuals were asked to annotate each instance 
using one of the following two categories: cyberbullying (CB) and not-cyberbullying (NCB). For 
those instances for which the annotators disagreed, a third individual was then asked to label 
them, and the label provided by the third individual constituted the final label. The results of 
the data labelling process show that approximately 23.30% of instances were labelled as 
cyberbullying, from which 3% constitute discourse dependent instances. 

To efficiently process the dataset, we removed any xml and html tags, but kept the usernames, 
which subsequently were replaced by acronyms such as U1 or U2. We have also removed any 
non-English instances, and from those retained, we have removed all html links. In addition, we 
inversed the order of the question-answer pairs, from the most recent pair to the least recent 
pair to reflect the conversational order. Subsequently, we applied several commonly-used NLP 
techniques such as tokenization, case transformation, and lemmatisation (Navarro and Ziviani 
2011). We applied further pre-processing techniques to obtain additional information that aids 
the detection process and to increase the accuracy level of the dependency parser. Such 
techniques include replacing acronyms7, abbreviations, words where some characters were 
omitted, and words that contain digits to substitute groups of letters with their full form using 
an online dictionary (InternetSlang 2019). For example, bj was replaced by blow job, anon was 
replaced by anonymous, fck was replaced by fuck, and h8 was replaced by hate. We also replaced 
all informal variations of the personal pronouns with their corresponding formal form; for 
instance, u and ya were replaced by you, while informal reflexive forms such as yerself or meself 
                                                 
7 We also include here initialisms. 
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were replaced by yourself and myself, respectively. Other errors including repeated letters, 
meaningless symbols, transposition, missing, and wrong characters were addressed by using 
Norvig’s spelling algorithm (2007). Finally, we have discarded any sequence of characters that 
did not have a sense or for which the acronym mapping procedure could not find a 
corresponding value, or the autocorrection tool could not resolve, as well as any icons, smileys, 
and emoticons; for example, sequences such as ‘ahahh’ or ‘zsss’ were removed on the basis that 
they did not appear in the acronyms/abbreviations dictionary, nor could they be autocorrected 
in a meaningful way. 

4. DISCOURSE-OLD CYBERBULLYING ELEMENTS 

To analyse discourse-dependent instances, we apply the information paradigm proposed by 
Prince (1981) who divides information into discourse-old and discourse-new. However, our 
focus is on discourse-old information, that is, how such information can be used to infer some 
or all three necessary and sufficient cyberbullying elements.  

The personal marker is not required to be explicitly present in discourse dependent instances 
and the inference mechanism uses Prince’s framework (1981) to represent the personal marker 
as a discourse-old entity or, in the case of a possessive modifier, to attach it to a discourse-old 
entity. Based on the development dataset, several forms of public textual cyberbullying in 
which the personal marker is a linguistic entity that must be inferred from the previous 
discourse were found. First, the personal marker must be inferred from the previous discourse 
in the case of yes/no answers where the dysphemistic element is also missing, as seen in the 
case of (1 a. and 2 a.). Secondly, the personal marker must be inferred from the previous 
discourse where the dysphemistic element is explicitly present as a metaphoric element as is the 
case with (1 c. and 2 c.). Additionally, the dysphemistic element can be explicitly present in a 
previous instance as a dysphemistic adjective that has a wide range of applicability, such as ugly 
or awful, which on its own cannot be labelled as cyberbullying. Take, for instance the following 
snippet of conversation:  

(3)  U1: Saw Ella8?  
U2: Ugly! 

The instance Ugly! can be labelled cyberbullying because the previous instance contains the 
personal marker (in the form of proper name Ella) to which the adjective ugly can be inferred to 
be applied, since the proper name is the only item that grammatically can be modified by ugly 
in that context. Ultimately, the resolution of the personal marker element is a reference issue 
that is typically associated with who, whose, or to whom questions, for example, who is a freak?, or 
who is a pig?, or who is ugly? 

The dysphemistic element can be an inferable discourse-old entity too, as demonstrated in (1 a. 
and 2 a.) and (1 b. and 2 b.) Additional examples include the following instances:  

                                                 
8 The name Ella was used here to replace the actual name to avoid any potential identity and privacy related issues. 
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(4)  a. U1: Is she pretty? 
U2: No.  

b. U1: Who is stupid?  
U2: you. 

In the case of (4 a.), both elements, the personal marker and the dysphemistic element, must be 
inferred from the previous message. As such, the second user’s answer can be replaced with the 
more elaborate answer she is not pretty. But, in the case of (4 b.), the second user’s answer 
contains explicitly the personal marker (the personal pronoun you), but the dysphemistic 
element is a discourse-old entity - the adjective stupid - inferable from first user’s question; in 
this case, U2’s utterance can be resolved to the full copular instance: you are stupid. 

Finally, while discourse dependent cyberbullying instances can contain the personal marker or 
the dysphemistic element on its own, they cannot contain the cyberbullying link on its own. 
Even when the cyberbullying link is explicitly present as the dysphemistic element itself (the 
case of reflexive links where the link is an explicit intransitive dysphemistic verb, such as die), 
the instance is not in fact a discourse dependent instance, since it explicitly contains the 
dysphemistic element and the cyberbullying link, while the personal marker can be inferred 
from its imperative structure, and not from previous messages. In addition, those instances that 
have copular and transitive sentential structures would not be considered acceptable utterances, 
if they only contained the conjugated copular and transitive verbs, respectively. Consider, for 
example, the following adapted instances9:  

(5)  a. U1: I am not pathetic. 
U2: are*.  

b. U1: My mom doesn’t deserve death.  
U2: Deserves*.  

In (5), both statements that belong to the second users – are and deserves, respectively – are not 
acceptable utterances because they are grammatically incomplete sentences that do not contain 
enough semantic information. In the case of the copular construction (5 a.), the copular verb 
must link a subject to a complement (but both are missing), while in the case of the transitive 
construction (5 b.), the transitive verb should have two arguments, the subject and the object, 
but they are also both missing. To be acceptable utterances, both must contain at least the 
subject as follows:  

(6)  a. U1: I am not pathetic. 
U2: You are. 

b. U1: My mom doesn’t deserve death.  
U2: She does. 

                                                 
9 We modified here the second users’statements for the purpose of demonstrating their inadequacy. 
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As a result, when analysing discourse dependent instances, the cyberbullying link resolution 
cannot be considered on its own, but always related to the resolution of the personal marker 
and/or the dysphemistic element. 

5. DISCOURSE DEPENDENT PUBLIC TEXTUAL CYBERBULLYING CONSTRUCTIONS 

Once all the cyberbullying elements are inferred from previous discourse and the cyberbullying 
form identified, the same detection mechanism that we described in previous work (Power et al 
2018) can be applied to any instance. However, to identify the missing elements we first need to 
consider the types of grammatical relations that represent them and because the cyberbullying 
link cannot appear on its own in discourse dependent instances, but it must be accompanied at 
least by its grammatical subject, there are only four discourse dependent cyberbullying 
constructions that we need to discuss: (1) fully inferable constructions – where all three 
cyberbullying elements, the personal marker, the dysphemistic element, and the link between 
them, are not explicitly present, but can be inferred from previous discourse, (2) personal 
marker and cyberbullying link inferable constructions – where the dysphemistic element is 
explicitly present, but the personal marker and the link must be inferred from previous 
discourse, (3) dysphemistic element and cyberbullying link inferable constructions – where the 
personal marker is explicitly present, but the dysphemistic element and the cyberbullying link 
are entities inferable from previous discourse, and (4) dysphemistic element inferable 
constructions – where the personal marker and the link are explicitly present, but the 
dysphemistic element must be inferred from prior discourse.  

5.1. Fully Inferable Constructions  

Fully inferable constructions are those that contain no cyberbullying element in an explicit 
manner, and, typically, they are represented by yes/no answers to polarity questions10 (Krifka, 
2011). In such instances, using Prince’s paradigm (1981), all the cyberbullying elements are 
discourse-old information, and they are inferred from both, the question and the answer to the 
question, respectively. Some examples were shown earlier and are reconsidered here for further 
discussion:  

(7)  a. U1: I used to cut and harm. am I a freak???  
U2: Yes.  

b. U1: Is she pretty?  
U2: No. 

In the case of (7 a.), the second user’s answer was labelled as cyberbullying because it can be 
rephrased as you are a freak which is an inference that draws from three sources: (1) the 
affirmative answer yes which precludes the existence of the negation relation and confirms the 
proposition put forward in the question, (2) the copular sentential structure am I a freak where I 
is the subject, freak is the subject complement, and am is the conjugated copular verb, and (3) the 

                                                 
10 From a functional perspective, questions are functions, while their respective answers provide the arguments for 
such functions. As such, in the case of polarity questions, the answer confirms or negates the proposition put 
forward in the question – λp p or λp ¬p, respectively (Krifka, 2001). 
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change of conversational user from U1 to U2, which allows the subject I to be replaced with the 
personal pronoun you, and the conjugated copula am with are. The resulting inference you are a 
freak is an explicit form of cyberbullying that contains the personal marker (the pronoun you), 
the dysphemistic element (the offensive noun freak), and the cyberbullying link between them 
(the conjugated copula are). 

Similarly, in the case of (7 b.), the second user’s answer was labelled as cyberbullying because it 
can be rephrased as she is not pretty which is an inference that draws from two sources: (1) the 
negative answer no which uses the negation relation to invert the truth value of the proposition 
put forward in the question and (2) the question is she pretty? where she is the subject, pretty is 
the subject complement, and is is the conjugated copula. Again, once all the cyberbullying 
elements are present, the resulting inference she is not pretty can be treated as an implicit 
negation-based cyberbullying instance, where the personal marker is the pronoun she, the 
dysphemistic element is realised by negating the adjective pretty, and the link between them is 
the conjugated verb is.   

5.2. Personal Marker and Cyberbullying Link Inferable Constructions  

These discourse dependent cyberbullying forms do not contain the personal marker and the 
cyberbullying link in an explicit manner, and they must be inferred from previous messages. 
However, the dysphemistic element must be explicitly present. We reconsider below some 
previous examples:  

(8)  a. U1: You are a …  
U2: What? 
U1: Pig.  

b. U1: Saw Ella?  
U2: Ugly. 

In the case of (8 a.), the first user’s answer Pig was labelled as cyberbullying, despite the fact 
that it contains no personal marker, or the cyberbullying link. However, they are both inferred 
from the first user’s first utterance You are a …, which also contains the elliptical punctuation 
marks that signal that the sentence awaits completion. In such cases, the full sentence can be 
inferred by simply replacing the elliptical punctuation marks with the second utterance as 
follows: You are a pig. The resulting inference can then be treated as an animal metaphoric 
cyberbullying instance where the personal marker is represented by the personal pronoun you, 
the metaphoric dysphemistic element is the animal dysphemistic noun pig, and the 
cyberbullying link is the conjugated copula are.  

In the case of (8 b.), the second user’s answer was also labelled cyberbullying, although it 
contains no personal marker, or the cyberbullying link. However, it contains the explicit 
dysphemistic adjective ugly which is inferred to be applied to the personal marker Ella because 
it is contained in the first user’s question which immediately precedes the answer Ugly! In 
addition, since the answer contains no negation trigger that targets the conjugated verb saw, it is 
a confirmation of the fact that the second user saw Ella. As a result, the inference drawn is: I saw 
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Ella and she is ugly. However, for the purpose of cyberbullying detection one needs to consider 
only the second clause where the personal pronoun she anaphorically refers to Ella, the direct 
object of saw. The final inference – Ella is ugly – can now be treated as an explicit form of 
cyberbullying which contains the personal marker Ella, the dysphemistic element ugly, and the 
cyberbullying link in the form of the conjugated copular verb is.  

5.3. Dysphemistic Element and Cyberbullying Link Inferable Constructions  

These constructions are the most common type of discourse dependent instances that we found 
in the present dataset and they do not contain the dysphemistic element or the cyberbullying 
link in an explicit manner, however, the personal marker is explicitly present. They typically 
constitute answers to wh questions11 (Krifka, 2011), or contradictory statements. Some examples 
are shown below in (11.9):  

(9)  a. U1: Who is stupid?  
U2: You.  

b. U1: Ella looks beautiful.  
U2: No she doesn’t. 

In the case of (9 a.), the second user’s answer you was labelled as a cyberbullying instance, 
despite the fact that it contains explicitly no dysphemistic element, although, it contains 
explicitly the personal marker you which can replace the pronoun who. Furthermore, because an 
answer to a wh question implies all the grammatical elements evoked in the question (Krifka, 
2001), such as the subject (here replaced by you), the copular verb be (here in the conjugated 
form are), and the complement stupid, the second user’s answer you can be rephrased as you are 
stupid. The resulting inference can then be treated as an explicit form of cyberbullying where the 
personal marker is realised by means of the personal pronoun you, the dysphemistic element is 
the offensive adjective stupid, and the cyberbullying link is represented by the conjugated 
copula are.  

In (9 b.), the second user’s statement constitutes a contradictory statement which inverts the 
propositional truth of the first user’s statement by using negation. Like in the previous example, 
the dysphemistic element is not explicitly present, whereas the personal marker is represented 
by the third person pronoun she. The inference can be drawn based on several elements: (1) the 
use of the contraction doesn’t which indicates that the dysphemistic element is realised by 
means of negation, (2) the explicit presence of the personal marker she, (3) the positive 
connotations term beautiful contained in the previous message, and (4) the verb look which is 
negated using the auxiliary conjugated contraction doesn’t and which takes as complement the 
adjective beautiful. The resulting inference – she doesn’t look beautiful – can now be viewed as a 
negation-based instance of cyberbullying.  

 

 
                                                 
11 According to Krifka (2001), wh questions require answers that fill in a constituent for the wh word in the question. 
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5.4. Dysphemistic Element Inferable Constructions  

These cyberbullying constructions do not contain the dysphemistic element in an explicit 
manner which must be inferred from previous discourse, but the personal marker and the 
cyberbullying link are both explicitly present. These constructions can take various forms: they 
can be statements that use indefinite pronouns as placeholders for the dysphemistic element or 
they can be contradictory statements intended to contradict the propositional truths of previous 
messages. Some examples are shown in (10):  

(10)  a. U1: My favourite animals are monkeys.  
U2: you look like one!  

b. U1: I'm not pathetic.  
U2: You clearly are. 

In (10 a.), the dysphemistic element of the second user’s statement can be inferred using the 
information from the previous message which contains the potential dysphemistic element in 
the form of the noun monkeys that can replace the indefinite pronoun one. As such, the resulting 
inference – you look like monkeys – can then be treated as an animal metaphoric instance where 
the personal marker is the second person pronoun you, the dysphemistic element is the noun 
monkeys, and the cyberbullying link is represented by the conjugated copular verb look.  

The second user’s statement in (10 b.) constitutes a contradictory statement which inverts the 
propositional truth of the first user’s statement by using affirmation. Like in the previous 
example, the dysphemistic element is not explicitly present, whereas the personal marker is 
present as the second person pronoun you, as well as the verb link are. The inference process 
uses several elements: (1) the affirmation to indicate that the dysphemistic element is not 
realised by means of negation, (2) the explicit presence of the personal marker you, and (3) the 
previous message which contain the relevant offensive adjective pathetic. The resulting 
inference - you clearly are pathetic – can be treated as an explicit form of cyberbullying where 
the personal marker is the pronoun you, the dysphemistic element is the offensive adjective 
pathetic, and the verb link is the conjugated copula are.  

6. RESOLUTION INFERABLE CYBERBULLYING ELEMENTS  

From a detection perspective, discourse dependent instances can be treated as explicit, 
negation-based, or animal metaphoric12 constructions once all the cyberbullying elements have 
been successfully resolved. For this reason, no distinct detection rules need to be designed to 
target discourse dependent instances. However, we developed resolution algorithms to identify 
the personal marker, the dysphemistic element, and/or the cyberbullying link so that discourse 
dependent instances are replaced by complete inferences to which the same detection 
mechanism can be applied. These algorithms were implemented computationally using the Java 
programming language (Oracle 2019). 

                                                 
12  Although there are other stylistic means of cyberbullying manifestation, in the present research we only 
investigated three forms: explicit, negation-based, and animal metaphors. 
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Based on the development dataset which is already pre-processed and parsed into dependency 
sets (using the bidirectional Stanford Dependency Parser, de Marneffe & Manning, 2015), these 
resolution algorithms target the following: (1) polarity answers, (2) contradictory statements, (3) 
explicit ellipsis, (4) implicit affirmative answers, and (5) statements that use indefinite pronouns 
as placeholders for the dysphemistic element. We describe each algorithm and the specific 
preconditions related to the dependency relations of an instance to undergo the resolution 
process. We also consider message recency and the number of previous messages because they 
impact the inference process, and factoring them into the design of the resolution algorithms 
greatly reduces the number of previous messages that need to be investigated when analysing 
discourse dependent instances, as well as being more economical from a computational 
perspective. This is the case because answers and statements that are too far removed from their 
corresponding questions or answers lose their strength and affect their semantic meaning; in the 
case of our dataset, this is facilitated by the fact that on Ask.fm they are always presented as 
pairs of questions and answers (or pairs of statements). Finally, we also factor in the users’ 
screen-names to ensure that the inferences are drawn based on the messages uttered by the 
relevant user.  

The first resolution algorithm applies to polarity answers which can represent all discourse 
dependent construction types, except personal marker and cyberbullying link inferable types. 
They target yes/no answers which may or may not contain the personal marker and/or the 
cyberbullying link in an explicit manner (for example, yes, you or no, you aren’t). Thus, in order 
for this algorithm to be applied to a given instance, that instance must contain an affirmative 
polar answer (such as yes, yup, yep, yeah) or a negative polar answer (such as no, nah, nope), 
either as part of the root relation, or as an adverbial modifier. Once this pre-condition is 
satisfied, the previous message is examined to ensure that it explicitly contains a nominal 
subject relation, that is, to ensure that it contains the cyberbullying elements that need to be 
inferred. Subsequently, the inferred answer is built following the steps outlined in (11):  

(11)  a. Initially, the answer is the same set of dependencies as the question. 
b. If the dependency set contains a punctuation relation that has a question 

mark, that question mark is replaced by a full stop.  
c. If the answer has an interrogative structure, then the nominal subject 

and the copular auxiliary verb relations are inverted, and their indices 
updated.  

d. If the nominal subject is a first person pronoun (I or we) or a nominal 
phrase that contains a first person pronoun possessive modifier (my or 
our), the nominal subject relation is modified to contain a second person 
pronoun (you) or the possessive modifier relation is modified to contain 
a second person pronoun possessive modifier (your). Conversely, if the 
nominal subject is a second person pronoun (you) or a nominal phrase 
that contains a second person pronoun possessive modifier (your), the 
nominal subject relation is modified to contain a first person pronoun (I 
or we) or the possessive modifier relation is modified to contain a first 
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person pronoun possessive modifier (my or our). (Note that for the third 
person pronouns and proper names no modification is needed at this 
stage.)  

e. In the case of copular constructions with the verb be, if the second 
component of the copula relation is a first person singular conjugated 
form (am, ‘m), during this step, it is replaced by the second person 
conjugated form (are). In the case of transitive constructions, if the 
second component of the direct object relation is a first person pronoun 
(me, us), it is replaced by a second person pronoun (you). Conversely, if 
the second component of the direct object relation is a second person 
pronoun (you), it is replaced by a singular first person pronoun (me). 
(Note that in the case of third person pronouns, proper names and other 
nouns, no changes are required.)  

f. Finally, if the polar answer is a negation trigger such as no, a negation 
relation is inserted into the set of dependencies and the indices of the 
relevant relations are updated; this new relation must negate the root of 
the inferred answer. 

An example of how the inference process occurs for polarity answers is shown in Table 1 where 
the relevant dependencies are underlined and bold font is applied to the relevant dependency 
constituent in each given step.  

 
U1: am I a freak? 
U2: yes. 

a 
[[cop(freak-4, am-1), nsubj(freak-4, I-2), det(freak-4, a-3), root(ROOT-0, 
freak-4), punct(freak-4, ?-5)]] 

b 
[[cop(freak-4, am-1), nsubj(freak-4, I-2), det(freak-4, a-3), root(ROOT-0, 
freak-4), punct(freak-4, .-5)]] 

c 
[[nsubj(freak-4, I-1), cop(freak-4, am-2), det(freak-4, a-3), root(ROOT-0, 
freak-4), punct(freak-4, .-5)]] 

d 
[[nsubj(freak-4, you-1), cop(freak-4, am-2), det(freak-4, a-3), root(ROOT-0, 
freak-4), punct(freak-4, .-5)]] 

e 
[[nsubj(freak-4, you-1), cop(freak-4, are-2), det(freak-4, a-3), root(ROOT-0, 
freak-4), punct(freak-4, .-5)]] 

f N/A 

TABLE 1. AN EXAMPLE OF HOW RESOLUTION IS APPLIED TO POLAR ANSWERS.  
The second resolution algorithm was designed for contradictory statements and applies to 
dysphemistic element and cyberbullying link inferable constructions and to dysphemistic 
element constructions. This algorithm targets statements that use negation or affirmation to 
contradict the truth of the proposition put forward in the previous message and which contain 
explicitly the personal marker and/or the cyberbullying link. The statements may also contain 
the polar yes or no term, but it is not a required element. Thus, for this algorithm to be applied to 
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a given instance, the second component of its root relation must be a conjugated copular be verb 
(such as are, is) or a conjugated auxiliary verb (such as does, do). Once this pre-condition is 
satisfied, the previous message is also examined to ensure that it explicitly contains a nominal 
subject relation, that is, to ensure that it contains the cyberbullying elements that must be 
inferred. Subsequently, the inferred answer is built following the steps outlined in (12): 

(12)  a. Initially, the contradictory statement is replaced by the same set of 
dependencies as the previous message.  

b. If the nominal subject is a first person pronoun (I or we) or a nominal 
phrase that contains a first person pronoun possessive modifier (my or 
our), the nominal subject relation is modified to contain a second person 
pronoun (you) or the possessive modifier relation is modified to contain 
a second person pronoun possessive modifier (your). Conversely, if the 
nominal subject is a second person pronoun (you) or a nominal phrase 
that contains a second person pronoun possessive modifier (your), the 
nominal subject relation is modified to contain a first person pronoun (I 
or we) or the possessive modifier relation is modified to contain a first 
person pronoun possessive modifier (my or our). (Note that for the third 
person pronouns and proper names no modification is needed at this 
stage.)  

c. In the case of copular constructions with the verb be, if the second 
component of the copula relation is a first person singular conjugated 
form (am, ‘m), during this step, it is replaced by the second person 
conjugated form (are). In the case of transitive constructions, if the 
second component of the direct object relation is a first person pronoun 
(me, us), it is replaced by a second person pronoun (you). Conversely, if 
the second component of the direct object relation is a second person 
pronoun (you), it is replaced by a singular first person pronoun (me). 
(Note that in the case of third person pronouns, proper names and other 
nouns, no changes are required.)  

d. Finally, if the contradictory statement contains a negation relation, then 
a negation relation is inserted into the set of dependencies to negate the 
root of the inferred statement13; otherwise, the negation relation that is 
contained in the initial set of relations is removed. The indices of the 
relevant relations are also updated. 

An example of how these steps are implemented for contradictory statements is shown in Table 
2 where the relevant dependencies are underlined and bold font applied to the relevant 
dependency constituent in each given step.   

                                                 
13 Note that in this step changing the form of a conjugated verb from singular to plural or vice versa is not of 
concern, since, during the detection process, the relevant terms are subjected to a lemmatisation process anyway. 
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 U1: everyone deserves a mom. 
U2: you don’t. 

a [[nsubj(deserves-2, everyone-1), root(ROOT-0, deserves-2), det(mum-4, 
a-3), dobj(deserves-2, mum-4)]] 

b 
[[nsubj(deserves-2, you-1), root(ROOT-0, deserves-2), det(mum-4, a-3), 
dobj(deserves-2, mum-4)]] 

c N/A 

d 
[[nsubj(deserves-4, you-1), aux(deserves-4, do-2), neg(deserves-4, n't-3), 
root(ROOT-0, deserves-4), det(mom-6, a-5), dobj(deserves-4, mom-6)]] 

TABLE 2. AN EXAMPLE OF HOW RESOLUTION APPLIES TO CONTRADICTORY STATEMENTS.  
The third resolution algorithm applies to elliptical statements which are representative of 
personal marker and cyberbullying link inferable constructions. These statements are those 
utterances that are preceded by the at least two messages, the first one containing the elliptical 
punctuation marks (…), the first and last messages having to be uttered by the same user 
(having the same user screen name). In addition, in the last message, the second component of 
the root dependency must be a noun or an adjective. Once these pre-conditions are satisfied, the 
resolution steps outlined in (13) can be implemented:  

(13)  a. Initially, the inferred statement is the first statement of the three of 
utterances.  

b. Then the elliptical punctuation marks are deleted.  
c. Next, the last statement is appended. 
d. Finally, the dependency parser is applied to the inferred statement. 

An example of how these steps can be implemented is shown in Table 3.  

 
U1: you are a … 
U2: what? 
U1: dog. 

a you are a 

b you are a 

c you are a dog 

d 
[[nsubj(dog-4, you-1), cop(dog-4, are-2), det(dog-4, a-3), root(ROOT-0, 
dog-4)]] 
TABLE 3. AN EXAMPLE OF HOW RESOLUTION IS APPLIED TO ELLIPSIS.  

The fourth resolution algorithm targets implicit affirmative answers that do not contain 
explicitly the yes answer, but a dysphemistic phrase to which no negation relation is applied, 
and, because of this, it applies only to personal marker and cyberbullying link inferable 
constructions. Moreover, based on the present dataset, there are several pre-conditions that 
need to be satisfied before this algorithm is applied: first, the previous message must be a 
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yes/no question that has an underlying transitive structure (thus its corresponding set of 
dependencies must contain the direct object relation) and, secondly, the answer must explicitly 
contain an explicit dysphemistic adjective or noun. The inferred answer is then built based on 
the steps described in (14):  

(14)  a. The second component of the direct object relation is first extracted from 
the first statement.  

b. Then the inference is built using a copular structure in which the result 
of the previous step is linked to the answer; in other words, the result of 
previous step becomes the nominal subject of the sentence and the 
answer becomes the complement of the copula be. 

c. Finally, the dependency parser is applied to the resulting inference. 

An example of how these steps are applied to implicit affirmative answers is shown in Table 4:  

 U1: saw Ella? 
U2: ugly! 

a Ella  

b Ella is ugly. 

c [[nsubj(ugly-3, Ella-1), cop(ugly-3, is-2), root(ROOT-0, ugly-3)]] 

TABLE 4. AN EXAMPLE OF HOW RESOLUTION RULES IS APPLIED TO IMPLICIT AFFIRMATIVE 
ANSWERS. 

Finally, we designed a resolution algorithm to resolve statements that use indefinite pronouns 
as placeholders for the dysphemistic element, and in order to do so, again, only the previous 
message needs to be considered. This algorithm applies to dysphemistic element constructions 
only, since the only inferable element is the dysphemistic element. However, several pre-
conditions must be satisfied: first, the previous message must have a copular structure with the 
verb be or a transitive structure (intransitive constructions are excluded because in that case the 
dysphemistic element is the same linguistic item as the intransitive verb, thus, constituting, in 
fact, discourse independent instances) and, secondly, the second message must contain the 
indefinite pronoun. Subsequently, the resolution steps outlined in (15) can be applied:  

(15)  a. First, if the previous statement has a copular structure, the second 
component of the root relation is extracted from its dependency set; if it 
has a transitive structure, the second component of the direct object 
relation is extracted from its dependency set.  

b. Then the indefinite pronoun is replaced with the result of step a.  
c. Finally, the dependency parser is applied to the resulting inference. 

An example of how these steps are implemented is shown in Table 5.  
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 U1: my favourite animals are monkeys 
U2: you look like one 

a Monkeys 

b You look like monkeys. 

c [[nsubj(look-2, you-1), root(ROOT-0, look-2), prep(look-2, like-3), 
pobj(like-3, monkeys-4)]] 

TABLE 5. AN EXAMPLE OF HOW RESOLUTION IS APPLIED TO IMPLICIT AFFIRMATIVE ANSWERS. 

7. CONCLUSION 

The approach we propose in this paper represents an effective way of reducing the number of 
false negatives (missed cyberbullying instances) that a system fails to detect due to the fact that 
such instances lack the key cyberbullying elements. Although the number of instances that 
draw from prior messages is relatively small in the present dataset, we successfully formalise a 
framework that describes how information found in prior discourse (antecedent messages or 
posts) can be used to identify the missing cyberbullying elements so that discourse dependent 
online instances can be subjected to the same detection process that applies to instances that 
contain explicitly all these elements (Power et al 2018).  

First, we introduce the necessary and sufficient elements that our definition of public textual 
cyberbullying posits (Power et al 2017; 2018) and how they can be inferred from prior discourse 
using Prince’s paradigm of information (1981), that is, how the missing cyberbullying elements 
can be viewed as discourse-old information.  

We then investigate examples of discourse dependent instances that were present in our dataset 
and, subsequently, we identify and characterise four types of cyberbullying constructions that 
characterise discourse dependent instances: 1) fully inferable constructions – where all three 
cyberbullying elements, the personal marker, the dysphemistic element, and the link between 
them, are missing and they can be inferred from previous messages, (2) personal marker and 
cyberbullying link inferable constructions – where the dysphemistic element is explicitly 
present, but the personal marker and the link must be inferred from previous discourse, (3) 
dysphemistic element and cyberbullying link inferable constructions – where the personal 
marker is explicitly present, but the dysphemistic element and the cyberbullying link are 
entities inferable from previous discourse, and (4) dysphemistic element inferable constructions 
– where the personal marker and the link are explicitly present, but the dysphemistic element 
must be inferred from prior discourse.  

Finally, we describe resolution algorithms designed to resolve the missing cyberbullying 
elements by building inferences that represent complete discourse independent instances to 
which the same detection mechanism described in previous work (Power et al 2018) can be 
applied. The resolution algorithms developed presently target the following types of instances: 
(1) polarity answers, (2) contradictory statements, (3) explicit ellipsis, (4) implicit affirmative 
answers, and (5) statements that use indefinite pronouns as placeholders for the dysphemistic 
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element. Additionally, to increase computational efficiency, the resolution algorithms apply 
only to instances that satisfy certain pre-conditions which we identified in the underlying 
grammatical structures. 
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